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1 Executive Summary
1.1 Summary of Findings
GENERIC ENERGY CONSULTING (“GEC”) has been retained by GENERIC LENDER to complete a Technical
Solar Assessment for the property “WOODPECKER CREEK.” This report outlines the Technical Solar
Consultant’s findings, including high level assessment of property conditions and recommended
renewable energy improvements.
An 850.9 kW solar photovoltaic system is recommended to cover 82% of the electricity consumption at
the property based on historical utility data collected, with an expected annual output of 1,493,330
kWh. This system will be comprised of roof-mounted and canopy-mounted carport arrays. The project
costs are expected to be $2,899,100 and the owner plans to take advantage of Federal and State Tax
Credits.
A site visit was completed on April 1, 2020 to evaluate the existing conditions on the property. Roof ages
vary from 4 to 20 years, with a median age of 10 years. Seven of the 12 building roofs are recommended
to be replaced before installing the roof-mounted systems. The 5 roofs not recommended for
replacement remain under warranty. Significant upgrades to the existing electrical system or removal of
roof clutter are not necessary for this project; however tree trimming is recommended to prevent
excessive shading on the scoped solar photovoltaic system.

1.2 Statement of Certification and Reliance by Users
GENERIC LENDER has contracted GENERIC ENERGY CONSULTING to complete this Technical Solar
Assessment in agreement with the outlines set forth for a Technical Solar Assessment in Fannie Mae’s
Form 4099 – Instructions for Performing a Multifamily Property Condition Assessment (PCA). GENERIC
ENERGY CONSULTING certifies that this document meets the standards for a Technical Solar Report in
scope, purpose, and assessment as required by the Form 4099.
By entering into the agreement with the Lender to conduct the Technical Solar Assessment as part of
the PCA in accordance with Fannie Mae’s Form 4099, the GENERIC ENERGY CONSULTING agrees and
acknowledges that Fannie Mae is an intended third-party beneficiary of, and will act in reliance on, the
Technical Solar Assessment and the Technical Solar Report.
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2 Site Information and Existing Systems
2.1 General Property Description
Woodpecker Creek Apartments is a high-end garden style multifamily property that contains 12
individual buildings. Further details about this property are listed below:
Project Name
Client Name
Site Address
Building Type
Number of Apartment Buildings
Number of Other Buildings
Number of Stories
Amenities
Year of Construction

Woodpecker Creek Apartments
Generic Lender NA
1 Woodpecker Ln
Phoenix, AZ 85025
Multifamily low-rise, garden-style
11 buildings
One leasing office
2
One pool, one leasing office, one laundry
facility
1974

2.2 Site Visit Details
The following site visit was performed for the purpose of this assessment:
Site Visit Date
Weather Conditions Present
Project Assessor
GEC Reviewers
Site Contact

April 1, 2020
Sunny, 78 degrees Fahrenheit
Sol R. Consultant, CEM, BPI-MFBA, NABCEP
Rey Viewer, CEM, CMVP, LEED AP(BD&C)
Jenna Young, Regional Manager, Acme
Management (602)555-1234

2.3 Existing Electrical System
The existing electrical system at the property was assessed during the site visit for the following details:
Utility Provider
Service Type
Fuse Ratings
Switch gear bus ratings
Metering type
Recommendations for electrical
upgrades to facilitate installation of
project

Arizona Public Service
Underground lines to pad-mounted transformers
Main Breaker: 400 Amp
Main bus: 2000 Amp
Master metered
No upgrades to existing electrical equipment are
required to facilitate the installation of the
proposed Solar PV system. No electrical violations
were observed for remediation.
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2.4 Existing Property Conditions
Existing property conditions were inspected during the site visit for impacts on project feasibility. Roof
conditions were assessed to support the proposed roof-mounted system, in addition to any potential
impediments to installation related to electrical access and surrounding structures.

2.4.1 Roof Conditions
The roofs intended for solar array installation can support the solar racking system confirmed by GEC’s
structural engineer, Dale Moon, P.E.
Buildings on site are constructed with low-slope shed roofs.

Roof Type

Roof Age

Roof Warranty

Membrane condition
Damage
Excessive shade

No/low parapet wall
Structural deficiencies

Building low-slope roofs are Trumbull built up roofs; several
have been retrofitted with sprayed polyurethane foam.
Roof framing consists of site-built wooden rafters, supporting
plywood or OSB roof decking. Roof framing is made up of
2x8's on 16" centers, which adequately supports 2.5-3lbs per
sq. ft. for new solar panels.
Median age of 10 years. Foam roofs (Buildings C, D, J, and K)
have reported age of 4-5 years. Other roofs have reported
age of 20 years.
Due to their age, roofs at Buildings A, B, E, F, G, H, I and the
leasing office should be replaced to accommodate the
proposed solar photovoltaic system.
According to the property’s roofing contractor XYZ Roofing,
all roofs at the property come with a 30-year warranty.
Damage to roofs related to solar installation will be covered
under the solar installer’s workmanship warranty as per the
terms of its standard contract.
The roofing contractor confirmed installation of the solar PV
system would not void the warranty of the new roofs for
replacement.
Membrane is in good condition without any evidence of
leaking.
None observed or reported.
Minimal shading from a few trees was present and
accounted for by the solar design software (Helioscope). All
tree shading will be eliminated by tree trimming and roof and
structural shading was avoided in the design. There is no
shade present from nearby buildings.
Roof is low slope with no parapet wall present or required by
code.
None.
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2.4.2 Electrical Access
Cluttered rooftop

Conduit access

Other electrical constraints

The roof presents no significant issues with respect to clutter
or location of existing mechanical equipment present.
Roof-mounted systems will use surface-mounted conduit
installed on building exteriors that runs to electrical room.
Carport systems will use conduit run underground via
directional boring to the main service panel where they are
stubbed up into the main service bus. All costs are included,
and no access issues were identified or reported.
None observed.

2.4.3 Surrounding Structures and Impediments to Renewable Energy Potential

Trees for removal

Other Shading

Selective tree trimming is included in the scope
of work to address the minimal shading issues
identified by the shading analysis. Re-trimming
on an annual basis should be included in the
Operations and Maintenance contract.
None.

2.4.4 Recommendations to Address Existing Conditions
Roof replacement is planned for seven building roofs (Buildings A, B, E, F, G, H, I and leasing office) as
part of the recommended project. The new roofing will be an overlap on top of the existing roofing. The
foam overlap will seal around the solar attachments. The cost estimate of new roofing is recommended
as part of this analysis and must be completed as part of the installation of the solar photovoltaic
system. A preliminary estimated cost of roof replacement is included in the cost estimates of this report.
Selective tree trimming is recommended to address shading. In addition, inclusion of tree trimming in
the Operation and Maintenance contract is recommended.
There are no other outstanding recommendations to address physical conditions or electrical access
concerns at the property to facilitate installation of the project.
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3 Renewable Energy Project Overview
3.1 Recommended Solar Photovoltaic System Specifications
The following solar PV system is recommended for installation at the property:
Total System Size
Array/Racking Type

Equipment/Components

Estimated Annual Output
Total Solar Resource
Fraction (TSRF)
Estimated Annual Electrical
Offset of System
Energy Storage

850.9 kW DC
Roof-mounted (non-ballasted) and canopy-mounted
carport arrays
815xAstronergy 405W modules with 11xCanadian
Solar 40W inverters on new canopy structures.
1,335xAstronergy 390W bifacial modules with 6xSolar
Edge 66kW inverters on existing building roofs.
IronRidge roof and canopy racking.
1,493,330 kWh
95% Note: TSRF was calculated to account for soiling,
which is a slightly more accurate and more
conservative calculation.
82%
N/A

Solar panels totaling 520 kW will be installed on all 12 building roofs using attached (non-ballasted)
racking. Roof replacements at seven buildings are included in this project as described in Section 2.4 Existing Property Conditions.
Solar panels totaling 330 kW will be installed on 664’ of newly constructed carport canopies. The carport
canopies are designed by the solar installer (SunnyCo) and are designed expressly for the purpose of
supporting solar arrays.
The canopy design concept is an I-Beam tee structure with a center column, a beam attached to the
column and purlins that run between beams that support the solar panels. Conduit from canopies will
be run underground to the main service panel via directional boring and is included in the project cost. A
sample design completed for a prior project is available upon request.
Warranty information of equipment is outlined below for both types of recommended solar panel
products, as well as both types of inverter products recommended. GEC reviewed the specified product
warranties and confirmed they met Fannie Mae program guidelines.
Component
Panel Type 1: Astro Semi
385-410W
Panel Type 2: Astro Bifacial
385-405W
Inverter Type 1: Canadian
Solar 25-40 kW

Warranty
10-year product warranty and 25-year production
warranty
12-year product warranty and 30-year production
warranty
10-year product warranty
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Inverter Type 2: SolarEdge
66-100 kW

12-year product warranty

3.2 Renewable Energy Generation Calculations, Assumptions and Conditions
The design and production calculations were developed using Helioscope software, a state of the art,
high end tool in common use throughout the industry. The tool uses the Perez Transposition Model and
the Sandia National Labs temperature model. These are widely accepted in the industry as standard
methodologies. The weather dataset employed was the latest format TMY files (.tmy3) for Phoenix Sky
Harbor International Airport.
The recommended solar photovoltaic system is not sized to serve more than the historic energy needs
of the property based on the most recent consecutive 12 months of whole property historic energy
usage. 12 months of owner-paid utility data were provided which showed annual usage of 1,825,295
kWh during the period of April 2019 to March 2020. The proposed photovoltaic system was sized to
produce 1,493,330 kWh. The system is designed to meet 82% of the historic electricity load, which is
appropriate and accounts for planned efficiency upgrades. The projected system production represents
72% of the whole property energy load which includes natural gas, and is fully owner-paid.
Utility cost savings from electricity generation were calculated based on the net metering program in
place with the existing rate plan (E32M) from the electric utility (APS). Net-metering under this rate is
one-for-one net metering, so all generated electricity will be credited assuming generation does not
exceed the annual load at the property.
Generic Energy Consulting confirmed with the owner and installer that the proposed solar photovoltaic
system will keep the property connected to the utility grid.
Generic Energy Consulting confirmed that the implementation of the recommended renewable energy
measures will not result in the property owner becoming subject to regulation as a public utility.
Additional documentation supporting energy generation calculation methodology and assumptions are
provided in Exhibits D, E, and F.

3.3 Project Costs
Outlined below are all hard costs, soft costs, interconnection fees, network upgrade fees, labor, and
operations and maintenance contract costs.
Component
Modules
Modules
Inverters
Inverters
Electrical

Description
Astronergy 405W modules on new
carport canopies
Astronergy 390W bifacial modules on
the existing building roofs
Canadian Solar 40 kW – Canopies
SolarEdge 66 kW – Rooftops
Equipment, electrical wire, breaker,
conduit, etc.

Quantity
815

Total Cost
$285,000

1,335

$310,518

11
6
N/A

$88,000
$75,000
$239,998
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Racking
Canopy Construction
Roof Replacement
PV & Site Construction
Design
Permits
General Conditions
Interconnection fees

Network upgrade fees

O&M
O&M

Ironridge, roof and canopy racking
New canopies, fabrication, and
installation
Overlap of existing foam system
Installation labor, fencing, trenching,
remediation, etc.
Engineering
City of Phoenix
Project Supervision
Interconnection fees for systems less
than 1MW are not expected at this time,
though APS reserves the right to charge
any fees deemed applicable.
APS is required to conduct an
Interconnection Study to determine
network upgrade costs to the customer
for system sizes 1MW or greater. Due to
the smaller system size of this project,
network upgrade fees are not expected
at this time, though APS reserves the
right to charge any fees deemed
applicable.
Operations and Maintenance Costs – 10year pre-paid contract
Performance Guaranty (Annual Cost) –
10-year guarantee

N/A

$192,500
$610,675

7
N/A

$280,000
$472,357

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$120,591
$26,000
$118,438
-

N/A

-

N/A

$80,000

N/A

Cost included in
O&M agreement
$2,899,077

Total Projected Costs

In addition to the total project cost above, the following items were reviewed for other expected costs
applicable to the lifetime of the system:
Component
Real Estate Taxes
Insurance

New or incremental
utility fees

Description
AZ law does not allow for property tax increases
due to increased value for having solar installed.
Client confirmed with the insurance carrier that
the solar array is included in the insurance
premium and that there will be no additional
charges or fees.
APS, the electric utility, will bill the property using
the same cost structure as the existing rate plan
(E32M).
The kWh charges and associated kWh fees and
taxes are credited one for one under the net
metering program under this rate plan.

Additional Cost
None
None

None
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Replacement of
Inverters at EUL

(8) Canadian Solar Inverters, 10 year warranty
(6) Solar Edge Inverters, 12 year warranty

$40,000 replacement
cost in Year 10
$40,000 replacement
cost in Year 12

3.4 Permitting and Interconnection Timeline
Project completion and PTO (Permission to Operate) from the utility are achievable within 52 weeks of
project commencement (installation contract signing). Design will take approximately one month, and
application and approvals of the design by the city and utility are expected within an additional 4-5
months. The remaining 6 months reasonably allows for 3 months of construction and 3 months for final
AHJ approvals and PTO.
Local jurisdictional permitting and utility interconnection approval process and requirements, and
estimated completion timelines are illustrated in the schedule below. The schedule is approximate as
contract documents have not been signed and firm scheduling of approvals, inspections, subcontractors, and utilities cannot be conducted until contract has been signed and executed.
Component
Schematic Design
Submit design to Utility for approval
Submit design to City of Phoenix
Approval from Utility
Approval from City of Phoenix
Commence construction
Canopy, roof and electrical installation
AHJ final approvals
Utility final approval and Permission to
Operate

Finish Date
Week 5
Week 8
Week 12
Week 20
Week 24
N/A
Week 40
Week 43
Week 52

Start Date
Week 1
Week 5
Week 9
Week 5
Week 9
Week 28
Week 28
Week 40
Week 48

3.5 Incentives, Tax Credits, Grants and Rebates
The following incentives are expected to be available to the project:
Solar Renewable Energy Credits
(SRECs)
Local Tax Credits
State Tax Credits
Federal Tax Credits
Grants
Rebates
State depreciation
Federal depreciation

None
None
None
$659,640 (26% Federal ITC assuming
construction start in 2020)
None
None
$90,710 (MACRS)
$630,763 (MACRS)
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It was confirmed that the Borrower and solar installer are not taking out supplemental financing for
solar installation that may result in competing liens or other restrictions.
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4 Technical Solar Report Exhibits
Exhibit A: Photo Documentation
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Exhibit B: Statement of Qualifications
GEC’s qualified staff responsible for performing the Solar Technical Assessment at Woodpecker Creek
are NABCEP-certified and have experience with both commercial and residential solar photovoltaic
systems, including site assessment, system design, installation and operation, 25 year cash flow and
performance projections, and utility incentive programs. A list of staff members responsible for the
report and analysis is shown below, including relevant qualifications.
Solar Study Team
Title
Technical Team Leader
Project Manager
Solar Designer
Technical Reviewer

Name and Certifications
Alyssa Sah, CEM, LEED AP, CEA
Daemon Kaminski, CEM, LEED AP, NABCEP
Sol R Consultant, NABCEP
Rey Viewer, CEM
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Exhibit C: Site Map
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Exhibit D: Shading - Total Solar Resource Fraction (TSRF) calculation
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Exhibit E: Energy generation calculation methodology and assumptions
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Exhibit F: Estimated annual output report (HelioScope®)
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STATEMENT OF RECOGNITION:
This sample Technical Solar Report was prepared by Bright Power for Fannie Mae to be used only for
the purpose of example for the quality preparation of Technical Solar Reports by contracted Technical
Solar Consultants.
This report uses modified site information from a report originally prepared by Nova Energy Group, GBC
with solar design prepared by SolarGain. Original names of reviewers, solar designers, and field
assessors have been removed for privacy of those individuals.
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